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Abstract

A transition from sugar to flower shallow cumuli occurred under a layer of mineral dust on February 2, 2020, during the

multinational ATOMIC and EUREC4A campaign. Lagrangian large eddy simulations following an airmass trajectory along

the trade winds are used to explore radiative impacts of the diurnal cycle and mineral dust on the sugar-to-flower (S2F) cloud

transition. The large-scale meteorological forcing is derived from the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

Reanalysis 5th Generation and based on in-situ measurements during the field campaign. A 12-hour delay in the diurnal

cycle accelerates the S2F transition, leading to more cloud liquid water and precipitation at night. The aggregated clouds

generate more, and stronger cold pools, which alter the original mechanism responsible for the organization. Although there

is still mesoscale moisture convergence in the cloud layer, the near-surface divergence associated with cold pools transports

the subcloud moisture to the drier surrounding regions. New convection forms along the cold pool edges, resulting in the next

generation of flower clouds. The amount of cloud water, rain, and cold pools reduce after sunrise. The modulation of the surface

radiative budget by free-tropospheric mineral dust poses a less dramatic effect on the S2F transition. Mineral dust absorbs

shortwave radiation during the day, cooling the boundary layer temperature, enabling stronger turbulence, strengthening the

mesoscale organization, and enlarging the aggregate areas. At night, the longwave heating effects of the mineral dust and more

cloud liquid water warms the boundary layer, reducing the cloud amount and weakening the organization.
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Key Points:14

• The transition from sugar to flowers occurs more rapidly at night, producing more15

cloud and rain, with stronger organization and cold pools16

• Precipitation and cold pools counteract the mechanism of cloud aggregation, trans-17

porting moisture to drier regions to form new convection18

• Mineral dust above the clouds modulates radiative fluxes below, strengthening mesoscale19

circulation and cloud organization during the day20
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Abstract21

A transition from sugar to flower shallow cumuli occurred under a layer of mineral22

dust on February 2, 2020, during the multinational ATOMIC and EUREC4A campaign.23

Lagrangian large eddy simulations following an airmass trajectory along the trade winds24

are used to explore radiative impacts of the diurnal cycle and mineral dust on the sugar-25

to-flower (S2F) cloud transition. The large-scale meteorological forcing is derived from26

the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis 5th Generation27

and based on in-situ measurements during the field campaign. A 12-hour delay in the28

diurnal cycle accelerates the S2F transition, leading to more cloud liquid water and pre-29

cipitation at night. The aggregated clouds generate more, and stronger cold pools, which30

alter the original mechanism responsible for the organization. Although there is still mesoscale31

moisture convergence in the cloud layer, the near-surface divergence associated with cold32

pools transports the subcloud moisture to the drier surrounding regions. New convec-33

tion forms along the cold pool edges, resulting in the next generation of flower clouds.34

The amount of cloud water, rain, and cold pools reduce after sunrise. The modulation35

of the surface radiative budget by free-tropospheric mineral dust poses a less dramatic36

effect on the S2F transition. Mineral dust absorbs shortwave radiation during the day,37

cooling the boundary layer temperature, enabling stronger turbulence, strengthening the38

mesoscale organization, and enlarging the aggregate areas. At night, the longwave heat-39

ing effects of the mineral dust and more cloud liquid water warms the boundary layer,40

reducing the cloud amount and weakening the organization.41

Plain Language Summary42

During a joint field study called ATOMIC and EUREC4A, a transition between43

two cloud systems took place during the day on February 2, 2020. Very small and shal-44

low clouds called “sugar” transitioned into deeper and wider cloud aggregates called “flow-45

ers.” A dense mineral dust layer was also observed above the trade-wind cumulus cloud46

field, likely modulating the radiation interacting with the clouds. High-resolution sim-47

ulations are applied to help understand the same cloud transition if it had taken place48

at night, and to explore the impacts of mineral dust on the transition. A 12-hour delay49

in the daily cycle affects the cloud transition much more significantly, resulting in more50

clouds and rain at night. The mineral dust blocks the solar radiation and cools the air51

beneath during the day, but does not change the cloud and rain amount as much.52
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1 Introduction53

Trade-wind shallow cumulus plays an important role in Earth’s radiation budget.54

These clouds are ubiquitous over tropical and subtropical oceans and reflect solar radi-55

ation, reducing the planetary albedo and cooling the boundary layer. The low-level clouds56

are a leading source of climate uncertainty in global climate models (e.g., Bony & Dufresne,57

2005; Medeiros et al., 2008; Andrews et al., 2012; Boucher et al., 2013; Zelinka et al., 2016,58

2020, and others). The uncertainty arises from challenges in representing the cloud liq-59

uid water, cloud structure, spatial patterns, precipitation and other internal processes60

that modulate the radiative properties of the clouds (Stevens et al., 2001; Xu et al., 2010;61

Rieck et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013; Bretherton et al., 2013; Blossey et al., 2013; Nui-62

jens & Siebesma, 2019). In addition, shallow cumulus clouds are also sensitive to humid-63

ity and temperature of the boundary layer, which can be modulated not only by the global64

surface temperature but also by radiation through other processes such as the diurnal65

cycle, precipitation, and other atmospheric components.66

Recent studies have classified the mesoscale organization of marine shallow cumuli67

using satellite images into four states: sugar, gravel, fish, and flowers (Bony et al., 2020;68

Rasp et al., 2020; Stevens et al., 2020; Schulz et al., 2021). Sugar clouds are small and69

shallow, and reflect the least amount of solar radiation among these four states. Gravel70

clouds exhibit arc-shaped forms. Fish occurs in an elongated structure with distinct cloudy71

and clear-sky portions. Flowers are circular and often appear in multiple aggregates sur-72

rounded by dry areas, hence often referred to as a plural. Flowers usually have the high-73

est cloud fraction among these four organization types.74

Previous studies show that cloud organization and cloud amount are tightly con-75

nected with precipitation. To understand the precipitation formation of shallow cumuli,76

the Rain in Cumulus over the Ocean (RICO) project was deployed using surface obser-77

vations, ship-based measurements and research aircrafts over the Atlantic Ocean in Novem-78

ber 2004 - January 2005 (Rauber et al., 2007). A higher amount of moisture in the bound-79

ary layer promotes deeper clouds that contain higher cloud liquid water, hence often rain80

more, reducing the cloud amount (Nuijens et al., 2009, 2017). Some studies suggest that81

the mesoscale organization of shallow cumuli can accelerate the precipitation onset, fur-82

ther depleting the clouds (vanZanten et al., 2011; Bretherton & Blossey, 2017). Precip-83

itation also leads to the formation of cold pools, which are mesoscale patterns of arc-shaped84
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clouds surrounding the regions of colder air and precipitating downdrafts (Zuidema et85

al., 2012, 2017). Some studies suggest that cold pools themselves are a dominant mech-86

anism that leads to mesoscale cloud organization (Seifert & Heus, 2013).87

Boundary layer radiative heating or cooling also modulates the depth, brightness,88

organization, and other properties of the clouds. Sufficiently strong boundary-layer ra-89

diative cooling can lead to a cooler boundary layer that modulates the depth of the shal-90

low circulation (Naumann et al., 2017). Extra boundary-layer radiative cooling, even with91

increased sea surface temperature, can increase the cloud fraction through stronger down-92

ward entrainment heat flux carried by enhanced updraft mass flux (Narenpitak & Brether-93

ton, 2019). Another factor that modulates the radiative heating or cooling rate, and ev-94

ident even in the current climate, is the diurnal cycle. Vial et al. (2019, 2021) found that95

shallow cumulus clouds are thicker at night, due to cooler temperature associated with96

the lack of solar radiation. The surface wind speed is also often stronger at night, driv-97

ing stronger surface latent heat flux that deepens the cloud layer, enhancing the entrain-98

ment of warmer air downward and further reducing the surface sensible heat flux (Nuijens99

& Stevens, 2012; Vial et al., 2021).100

The depth of shallow cumulus clouds and its variation also depend on whether the101

clouds precipitate. Vial et al. (2019) found that non precipitating shallow cumuli grow102

during the day and reach the maximum vertical extent during sunset. On the other hand,103

precipitating shallow cumuli grow deeper at night with a maximum before sunrise. Vial104

et al. (2021) further shows that different mesoscale organization states also occur at dif-105

ferent times of the day and can affect both the cloud depth and cloud fraction. Gravel106

and flowers often occur at night in deeper boundary layers, while sugar and fish are of-107

ten observed during the day where the boundary layers are shallower. The time of day108

in which different cloud organization patterns occur contributes more to the daily vari-109

ation of cloud fraction and cloud depth, rather than the diurnal variation of the same110

cloud organization pattern.111

Aerosol can also modulate the radiation and indirectly affect the cloud properties.112

The aerosol-radiation interactions alter the planetary albedo, further changing the con-113

ditions of the boundary layer in which shallow clouds are formed. Multiple field cam-114

paigns were conducted to study the cloud-radiation and aerosol-radiation interactions115

in the past decade. The Cloud Systems Evolution in the Trades (CSET) field campaign116
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used the National Science Foundation and National Center for Atmospheric Research117

Gulfstream V (HIAPER) to study the evolution of the boundary layer aerosol, cloud,118

and thermodynamic structures in the trade wind regions over the north-Pacific Ocean119

in July-August 2015 (Albrecht et al., 2019). The Layered Atlantic Smoke Interactions120

with Clouds (LASIC) used the surface-based observations from the Atmospheric Radi-121

ation Measurement (ARM) Mobile Facility (AMF) to study trade-wind shallow cumuli122

near Ascension Island offshore of Africa between July 2016–October 2017 (Zuidema et123

al., 2018). The most recent field campaign that combined the studies of shallow cumu-124

lus clouds, aerosol, boundary layer structure, and large-scale meteorological and oceanic125

conditions altogether was the U.S. Atlantic Tradewind Ocean-Atmosphere Mesoscale In-126

teraction Campaign (ATOMIC) and the European multinational Elucidating the Role127

of Clouds-Circulation Coupling in Climate field observation (EUREC4A), which took128

place in January-February, 2020, over the Atlantic Ocean near Barbados (Bony et al.,129

2017; Quinn et al., 2021; Pincus et al., 2021; Stevens et al., 2021; Stephan et al., 2021;130

Bony et al., 2022).131

During the ATOMIC and EUREC4A field campaign, there were several days when132

mineral dust, black carbon, biomass burning, and other aerosol species were observed133

in the region, enabling studies of the interactions between clouds and aerosol (Quinn et134

al., 2021; Bony et al., 2022). The four mesoscale organization patterns of shallow cumuli135

were observed throughout the field campaign period, and transitions between the cloud136

patterns took place (Pincus et al., 2021; Stevens et al., 2021; Schulz, 2021; Bony et al.,137

2022; Narenpitak et al., 2021). In particular, on February 2-3, 2020, a transition from138

sugar to flower shallow cumulus clouds was observed near Barbados over the course of139

less than 24 hours. Between January 31 and February 3, an aerosol layer consisting mainly140

of mineral dust was observed above the clouds, resulting in an aerosol optical depth of141

approximately 0.35 (Quinn et al., 2021). Narenpitak et al. (2021) simulated this sugar-142

to-flower (S2F) transition event and determined the mechanism of the transition using143

the System for Atmospheric Modeling (SAM) as a large eddy simulation (LES), driven144

with reanalysis data based on the approach in Kazil et al. (2021). In Narenpitak et al.145

(2021), the mechanism responsible for the S2F transition is the mesoscale circulation as-146

sociated with the shallow cumulus plumes that renders the moist and cloudy areas moister,147

and dry areas drier. The organization is strengthened further when the cloud system ex-148
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periences stronger large-scale upward motion, as the deepened cloud layer carries larger149

and stronger mesoscale circulation that accelerates the organization.150

Using the results from LES together with the ship-based measurements, Narenpitak151

et al. (2021) quantified the amount of surface radiation flux modulated by the mineral152

dust layer at the location of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA)153

Research Vessel Ronald H. Brown (RHB), which was stationed at 54.5◦W and 13.0◦N154

during the dusty period. The mineral dust reduces the amount of downward solar ra-155

diation reaching the RHB (their Fig. A3). This work extends Narenpitak et al. (2021)156

to study the cloud-radiation interaction and the aerosol-radiation interaction in the con-157

text of the S2F transition. The first part examines the role of the diurnal cycle on the158

S2F transition, precipitation, and the cloud and cold pool dynamics. The second part159

examines the role of free-tropospheric mineral dust on radiation and its impacts on the160

transition and organization of the clouds.161

The organization of this paper as as follows. Section 2 describes the configuration162

of the simulations and the data used from the field campaign. Section 3 describes math-163

ematical equations used to quantify the strength of cloud organizations and to detect164

the cold pools. Section 4 analyses the impacts of diurnal cycle on the S2F transition. Sec-165

tion 5 explores the impacts of free-tropospheric mineral dust on the clouds. Finally, Sec-166

tion 6 presents the conclusions.167

2 Data and Simulations168

The System for Atmospheric Modeling (SAM) (Khairoutdinov & Randall, 2003)169

is employed to simulate the transition from sugar to flower shallow cumuli observed on170

February 2-3, 2020, during the ATOMIC and EUREC4A field campaign. The simula-171

tions are driven with the large-scale forcings from the European Center for Medium-Range172

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Reanalysis 5th Generation (ERA5) (Hersbach et al., 2020),173

following a boundary-layer air mass that passes over the RHB at 13:00 local time (17174

UTC) on February 2, 2020. The trajectory was calculated by the Hybrid Single-Particle175

Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model (Rolph et al., 2017; Stein et al.,176

2015) with the initial point from the RHB at 500 m altitude forward and backward in177

time to construct a time-height curtain of the large-scale atmospheric conditions. The178

greenhouse gas concentration profiles of carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and ozone179
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Table 1. Major configuration differences in the three sugar-to-flower (S2F) transition simula-

tions

Simulations Time of the cloud

transition

Diurnal cycle Mineral dust

Control

(Daytime /

NoDust)

Daytime Directly from

ERA5 (22:00 -

22:00 local time)

None

Nighttime Nighttime Shifted 12 hours

later from ERA5

(10:00 - 10:00 local

time)

None

Dust Daytime Directly from

ERA5 (22:00 -

22:00 local time)

Initialized between

4 km and 5.5 km

(1600 mg−1 con-

centration, AOD ≈

0.35)

are based on the Community Earth System Model version 1 (CESM1) (Hurrell et al.,180

2013) Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) (Marsh et al., 2013).181

The ensemble-mean outputs are from the CESM1-WACCM simulations initialized fol-182

lowing the representative concentration pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5, a high anthropogenic emis-183

sion scenario). The greenhouse gas concentration profiles averaged from January-February184

of 2016 through 2025 over 10.42◦N-21.79◦N and 295◦E-310◦E are used to represent the185

current climate over the Atlantic Ocean. Unless otherwise noted, the other details of the186

simulation configurations are as described in Section 2 of Narenpitak et al. (2021).187

Three simulations are presented in this paper, as summarized in Table 1. All of them188

are configured with horizontal grid spacing of 100 m and a horizontal domain extent of189

192×192 km2. The vertical grid spacing is 50 m, increasing geometrically from 5 km to190

10 km, which is the domain top. There are 125 vertical levels in total. Above the model191

top, the atmospheric profiles from ERA5 and greenhouse gas concentrations from CESM1-192

WACCM are used up to the top of the atmosphere for the radiation calculation. As in193
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Narenpitak et al. (2021), the simulations use a two-moment bin-emulating bulk micro-194

physics scheme (Feingold et al., 1998) and the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for global195

climate model applications (RRTMG) (Mlawer et al., 1997) with time varying atmospheric196

profiles above the domain top and the diurnal cycle of solar radiation. The radiation is197

computed every 10 s. The model time step is 2 s, and the duration of the simulations198

is 24 hr.199

The primary aerosol type in all of these three simulations is sea-salt particles. The200

simulations are initialized with a bimodal sea-salt aerosol distribution in the boundary201

layer, based on the shipboard measurement from the RHB (Quinn et al., 2021). The sea-202

salt aerosol size distribution is shown in Figure A2 of Narenpitak et al. (2021). The fine203

mode sea-salt aerosol (with a geometric mean diameter of 0.13 µm and a geometric stan-204

dard deviation of 1.71) has a concentration of 400 mg−1, and the coarse mode aerosol205

(with a geometric mean diameter of 0.96 µm and a geometric standard deviation of 1.73)206

has a concentration of 13 mg−1. The initial sea-salt aerosol concentration in the free tro-207

posphere is 32 mg−1, consistent with the EUREC4A measurements from the Ultra-High-208

Sensitivity Aerosol Spectrometer (UHSAS) and the Cloud Droplet Probe (CDP-2) on209

the French ATR-42 research aircraft (Coutris & Ehses, 2021; Bony et al., 2022). The sea-210

salt particles are coupled with the cloud microphysics scheme.211

2.1 The impact of diurnal cycle on the moisture aggregation212

Two simulations are used to assess the impact of the diurnal cycle on the S2F tran-213

sition: the Daytime (or Control) and the Nighttime simulations. The Daytime simula-214

tion represents the S2F transition observed on February 2-3, 2020, except without a min-215

eral dust layer initialized in SAM. The insolation time series from the Daytime simula-216

tion follows the insolation along the forcing trajectory derived from ERA5 (Fig. 1a, blue217

line). The S2F transition occurred during the day of February 2 local time, so the con-218

trol simulation is referred to as the Daytime simulation when discussed in the context219

of the diurnal cycle impact. The Daytime simulation is from 22:00 on February 1 to 22:00220

on February 2, local time.221

The Nighttime simulation examines the impact of the diurnal cycle on the S2F tran-222

sition, as if the transition had occurred during the nighttime. The insolation time series223

used to drive the simulation is still from ERA5 but shifted later by 12 hours (Fig. 1a,224
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Figure 1. Domain-mean time series of various variables from the daytime-transition (Day-

time) and nighttime-transition (Nighttime) simulations (blue and orange, respectively): (a)

insolation, (b) surface wind speed, (c) precipitable water, (d) cloud water path, (e) rain water

path, and (f) surface precipitation. The bottom x-axes indicate time after the simulations begin,

while the top x-axes indicate the local time of both simulations, relative to the insolation. Other

large-scale forcings aside from the insolation are kept identical. The gray band indicates the night

and the yellow band indicates the day (insolation greater than zero). The bottom (top) band is

for the Daytime (Nighttime) simulation.
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orange line), so the simulation is run from 10:00 on February 2 to 10:00 on February 3,225

local time. Aside from the shifted diurnal cycle, everything else from the large-scale me-226

teorology of ERA5 remains the same. The results of these two simulations are presented227

in Section 4.228

2.2 The radiative impact of mineral dust on the moisture aggregation229

Two simulations are used to assess the impact of mineral dust in the free tropo-230

sphere on the S2F transition: the NoDust (same as Control) and the Dust simulations.231

The Dust simulation examines the radiative impacts of the mineral dust on the mois-232

ture aggregation and the transition of the clouds. Between February 2-3, 2020, a layer233

of mineral dust was observed above the cloud layer near Barbados (Quinn et al., 2021;234

Bony et al., 2022). To represent the observed dust layer, an additional aerosol species235

is included in SAM. A mineral dust layer with a concentration of 1600 mg−1 is initial-236

ized between 4 km and 5.5 km, colocated with an elevated moist layer (Gutleben et al.,237

2019), as described in the Appendix A2 of Narenpitak et al. (2021). The mineral dust238

optical properties are calculated based on the assumed size distribution and refractive239

indices in d’Almeida et al. (1991). The dry aerosol single scattering albedo is 0.85 in the240

visible part of the spectrum. The aerosol optical depth at this time is approximately 0.35,241

consistent with the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) obser-242

vation at this time.243

The mineral dust is advected in all directions and allowed to spatially and tempo-244

rally vary the radiative heating rate. The local heating rate of the mineral dust is com-245

puted using a look up table of wavelength dependent optical properties (single scatter-246

ing albedo, asymmetry parameter, and extinction coefficient) of dry mineral dust aerosol247

with the size distribution measured during ATOMIC (Quinn et al., 2021). The assump-248

tion of dry particles is consistent with the low (< 15 %) relative humidity in the free tro-249

posphere in the simulations, where the mineral dust layer is located. The mineral dust250

is coupled with the radiation scheme, but not with the cloud microphysics scheme, be-251

cause the mineral dust layer resided above the boundary layer.252

In addition to the original output variables from SAM, the radiative fluxes and ra-253

diative heating rates (both solar or shortwave and infrared or longwave radiation) from254

the atmosphere without mineral dust are also calculated. Thus, the radiative heating due255
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to the mineral dust can be directly obtained by subtracting the total radiative fluxes (and256

heating rates) from those of the atmosphere without mineral dust. These variables are257

useful for determining the effects of the mineral dust on the radiation and the moisture258

aggregation in Section 5.259

3 Methods260

3.1 Scale partitioning261

Narenpitak et al. (2021) examined the mechanism responsible for the moisture ag-262

gregation in their simulations. Following Bretherton and Blossey (2017), the simulation263

output is partitioned into contributions from the large scale, mesoscale, and cumulus scale.264

The scale partitioning can be performed on any variable fields. Consider, for example,265

the vertical velocity output at a particular time w(x, y, z, t); the partitioning of vertical266

velocity is given by:267

w(x, y, z, t) = w(z, t) + w′′(xm, ym, z, t) + w′′′(x, y, z, t) . (1)268

The over-line indicates the domain average, representing the large-scale contribution. The269

double prime indicates the perturbation from the domain average, coarse-grained to a270

tile size that is representative of the mesoscale (xm, ym), such as 16 km. The quantity271

represents the variability associated with the mesoscale perturbation. The triple prime272

term is the residual, which represents the variability associated with the cumulus-scale273

process. Unless otherwise specified, the tile size of 16 km is used for coarse-graining and274

computing the mesoscale contribution. Readers are referred to Section 3.1 and Appen-275

dices B and D1 of Narenpitak et al. (2021) for details.276

The term w′′(xm, ym, z, t) represents the mesoscale vertical velocity perturbation277

relative to the domain average. When positive, w′′ > 0 indicates that there is local (mesoscale)278

ascent in the considered mesoscale tile. Mass continuity requires that there is local con-279

vergence below and local divergence aloft in the areas where w′′ > 0. The w′′ profiles280

can be sorted by the total water path (TWP, a sum of water vapor, cloud water and rain281

water paths) at every time step, and averaged into quartiles of TWP. The lowest TWP282

quartile (Q1) represents the driest and cloud-free regions; whereas the highest TWP quar-283

tile (Q4) represents the moist and cloudy regions. The mesoscale tiles in these quartiles284

are not necessarily adjacent to one another.285
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3.2 The mesoscale total water perturbation budget286

As found in Bretherton and Blossey (2017) and Narenpitak et al. (2021), the mesoscale287

circulation mentioned above is responsible for aggregating the total water in the non-288

precipitating shallow cumuli, rendering the moist areas moister and the dry areas drier.289

The process can be mathematically explained using the budget of mesoscale total wa-290

ter perturbations or q′′t :291

q′′t (xm, ym, z, t) = A+ F + C + S . (2)292

It consists of four main processes: the advection of q′′t due to the large-scale and mesoscale293

winds (A), the horizontal and vertical gradients of the cumulus-scale total water flux (F),294

the mesoscale vertical advection of large-scale total water (C), and the mesoscale per-295

turbations of the precipitation mass flux divergence (S). The details are described in Ap-296

pendix B.297

Bretherton and Blossey (2017) found that, C dominates the q′′t budget of shallow298

cumulus organization in the Pacific Ocean. Narenpitak et al. (2021) further found that,299

although the S2F transition is a different cloud regime than those observed over the Pa-300

cific Ocean, C still dominates the q′′t budget in the non-precipitating flower aggregates301

observed over the Atlantic.302

The C term will be referred to and shown throughout the rest of this paper. Be-303

cause of mass continuity, the mesoscale vertical advection of the large-scale total water,304

C = −w′′ ∂qt
∂z

, (3)305

can be physically interpreted as a mesoscale convergence or divergence (as represented306

by w′′) of the large-scale total water gradient (∂qt∂z ). Since the large-scale total water qt307

decreases with height, it follows that C > 0 when w′′ > 0, or when there is local con-308

vergence below and divergence aloft. When C is vertically integrated, it represents the309

net convergence or divergence of total water. If
∫
Cdz > 0, there is net convergence of310

total water in the considered mesoscale region, which will then become moister with time.311

The considered mesoscale region becomes more moist when there is net convergence of312

total water.313
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3.3 Organization diagnostics314

Three organization diagnostics are used in this paper: the mean area of cumulus315

aggregates, the cloud aggregate counts, and the normalized standard deviation of TWP.316

An algorithm is developed to detect the cloud aggregates of adjacent pixels with the to-317

tal (cloud and rain) optical depth exceeding 1. The area of the cloud aggregates is, there-318

fore, a factor of the simulation grid size or 100×100 m2. Larger cloud aggregate areas319

and fewer aggregate counts mean the mesoscale organization is stronger. The normal-320

ized standard deviation of TWP is the ratio of the TWP standard deviation (σTWP ) di-321

vided by the domain-mean TWP (TWP ). Greater normalized TWP standard deviation322

also implies stronger organization, as the dry areas become drier and the moist areas be-323

come moister.324

3.4 Cold pool detection325

Shallow cumulus cold pools are regions of colder air, surrounded by warmer air, as-326

sociated with evaporative downdrafts of significant precipitation from shallow cumulus327

clouds (Rauber et al., 2007; Zuidema et al., 2017). As the cold air reaches the surface,328

it creates a density current pushing the air outward forming a mesoscale circular edge.329

The air along the gust front can create a second cycle of convection, forming new clouds330

at the edge of the cold pools. With this definition, a sharp drop in the near-surface or331

subcloud-layer temperature is used to identify the cold pools.332

Cold pools are found in all of these three simulations after the precipitation onset.333

In this study, cold pools are detected using a threshold of the surface virtual potential334

temperature (Θv). The threshold computed using the instantaneous output of Θv at the335

respective time is:336

Θ̃v − σΘv ,

where Θ̃v is the median of the surface Θv in the entire domain, and σΘv is the standard337

deviation of the surface Θv within the domain. Any grid cell with Θv below the thresh-338

old is considered part of the cold pools.339

The cold pools can also be determined by the surface divergence and convergence.340

The surface divergence term (Div) is computed from 2-km coarse-grained horizontal wind341
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fields at the surface:342

Div =
[∂us

∂x

]
2km

+
[∂vs
∂y

]
2km

. (4)343

The areas in which Div > 1×10−6 s−1 are in precipitating downdrafts. The contours344

where Div < −1 × 10−6 s−1 indicate areas where there is strong surface convergence345

associated with the gust front or the cold pool edges. Cold pools with stronger down-346

drafts and surface divergence are often associated with a deeper temperature drop (Vogel347

et al., 2021). See Figures 3-4 and 10 for examples.348

4 The Impacts of Diurnal Cycle on the S2F Transition349

4.1 Diurnal cycle and the transition from sugar to flower shallow cu-350

muli351

This section focuses on the impact of the diurnal cycle on the S2F transition. Fig-352

ure 1 shows the evolution of the shallow cumulus clouds in the Daytime (blue) and Night-353

time (orange) simulations. They are both driven with the same large-scale meteorolog-354

ical forcings, except the diurnal cycle in the Nighttime simulation is shifted by 12 hours355

later from the Daytime simulation (Fig. 1a). Prior studies stated that at night, the sur-356

face wind speed of the shallow cumulus clouds is often stronger than during the day, lead-357

ing to stronger surface latent heat flux, deeper clouds, and higher cloud amount (Nuijens358

& Stevens, 2012; Vial et al., 2021). For the Daytime and Nighttime simulations, the sur-359

face wind speed is kept identical (Fig. 1b) to eliminate the potential consequences of this360

factor. Figure 1c-f shows that the Nighttime simulation produces more cloud and rain361

water than Daytime. Although the precipitable water (PW, or the column integrated362

water vapor) gradually increases from hours 6 to 16, the cloud and rain water are max-363

imized at night in each simulation, regardless of the surface wind speed, surface latent364

and sensible heat fluxes, and the Bowen ratio (Fig. A1).365

Figures 2-4 show that the S2F transition in the Nighttime simulation occurs more366

rapidly than the transition in Daytime. In both simulations, the cloud layers are both367

initially shallow. They similarly deepen rapidly during hours 10-12 because of a strong368

upward motion in the large-scale forcings (Fig. 3b in Narenpitak et al. (2021)). The max-369

imum cloud top height is slightly higher in the Nighttime simulation, and the cloud tops370

reach their maximum heights during hours 16-18 in both simulations. The cloud and rain371

amounts in the Nighttime simulation reach their maximum values 12 and 6 hours sooner,372
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Figure 2. Domain-mean time series and vertical profiles of (top) cloud water mixing ratio

(QN) and (bottom) rain water mixing ratio (QP) from the Daytime and Nighttime simulations.

(a-b) Time series of QN and QP from Daytime; the lower x-axes indicate time after the simula-

tions begin and the upper x-axes indicate the local time of the Daytime simulation. The gray and

yellow band indicate nighttime and daytime, respectively. (c-d) As in panels (a-b) but for the

Nighttime simulation. (e-f) Vertical profiles of domain-mean QN and QP from Daytime after 14

hours (last 10 hours of the simulations) plotted against the normalized height or z∗, which is the

ratio between the physical height (z) and the domain-mean inversion height (zInv) of the respec-

tive simulations. The gray (yellow) color represents profiles during the nighttime (daytime). The

average profiles during the nighttime (daytime) are plotted in dark gray (dark yellow). Panels (g-

h) are as in (e-f) but for the Nighttime simulation. The black arrows in panels (e) and (g) point

from the earlier times (lower precipitable water) to the later times (higher precipitable water).
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Figure 3. Snapshots of (top) cloud fraction (CLD) and (bottom) total water path (TWP,

which is a sum of water vapor, cloud and ran water paths), showing the transition from sugar

to flower shallow cumuli from the Daytime simulation. The snapshots are plotted every other

hour during the last 12 hours of the simulation (12:00 to 22:00, local time). The red and blue

contour lines on the TWP snapshots show areas where the magnitudes of surface convergence

(red contours) and surface divergence (blue contours) are stronger than 10−6 s−1. The areas

with surface divergence correspond to the precipitating downdrafts associated with the clustered

shallow cumuli and the rings of surface convergence correspond to the edges of cold pools.
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Figure 4. As in Figure 3 but for the Nighttime simulation. The snapshots are from 0 am to

10 am, local time.
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respectively, compared to the Daytime simulation (Fig. 2a-d). The snapshots of the cloud373

fraction (CLD) and TWP in Figures 3-4 show that as the aggregated flower clusters pre-374

cipitate, the cloud system produces a large number of cold pools beneath the clouds. The375

Nighttime simulation, which has stronger precipitation, also produces more cold pools.376

The results so far clearly show that the Nighttime simulation produces larger flower377

clusters with more cloud liquid water and rain, with the only factor that is different be-378

tween the Nighttime and Daytime simulations being the solar radiation. This is sum-379

marized by Figure 2e-h. The domain-mean output in the last 10 hours of both simula-380

tions are composited and plotted against the normalized height (z∗), which is the alti-381

tude (z) divided by the domain-mean inversion height (zInv) at each time. The yellow382

(gray) profiles are from the day (night). It is evident that the cloud liquid water and rain383

water of the aggregated shallow cumuli are greater at night, regardless of the large-scale384

water vapor in the forcings. The clouds are in a larger form of flower aggregates, as ev-385

ident in the domain snapshots (Fig. 3-4) and the mean area of the cloud aggregate time386

series (Fig. 5a), and have larger cloud water mixing ratio at the top of the cloud layer,387

which is a key characteristic of the flower clouds (Bony et al., 2020). This feature is con-388

sistent with previous studies, such as Vial et al. (2019) and Vial et al. (2021) who showed389

that shallow cumuli are often deeper at night when the shortwave radiative heating is390

zero. Since the only difference in the model configuration is the shifted diurnal cycle, this391

study emphasizes that the solar radiation alone has a strong influence on the shallow cu-392

mulus cloud system.393

The solar radiation not only affects the domain-mean quantities of the simulations394

but also has a strong influence on the distribution of moisture and clouds. Figure 3-4395

show that the clouds and the total water in both simulations have aggregated into clus-396

ters surrounded by dry regions, especially at night. The clouds in the Nighttime simu-397

lation aggregate sooner than those in the Daytime simulation. As the clouds grow, they398

produce sufficient rain water, resulting in precipitating downdrafts that generate cold399

pools. The edges of the cold pools are indicated by red contours, which represent areas400

where convergence of the surface horizontal wind is stronger than 10−6 s−1. The mois-401

ture aggregation is strongest and the cold pools are the most dense at night.402
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Figure 5. Time series of (a) the mean area of cumulus cloud aggregates, with a contiguous

cloud optical depth exceeding 1 (QOPD > 1), (b) the cloud aggregate counts, and (c) the stan-

dard deviation of TWP normalized by the domain-mean TWP from the Daytime (blue) and

Nighttime (orange) simulations. The x-axis labels are as in Figure 1. (d-e) Hourly distributions

of the cloud aggregate areas from the Daytime and Nighttime simulations, plotted against time.

(f) Ratio of the distributions of the cloud aggregate areas between the Nighttime and Daytime

simulations. When the ratio is greater than one, the Nighttime simulation produces more aggre-

gates of the respective cloud sizes than the Daytime simulation.
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4.2 Diurnal cycle and the mesoscale aggregation of moisture and clouds403

Figure 5a-c shows the hourly time series of various organization diagnostics: (a)404

the mean area of cloud aggregates, (b) the cloud aggregate counts, and (c) the normal-405

ized TWP standard deviation of both simulations. The time series clearly show that in406

the early morning, the Nighttime simulation produces the largest mean area of cloud ag-407

gregates (maximum of 450,000 m2, or 45 pixels, at hour 18 or 4:00 local time) and the408

lowest aggregate counts (slightly above 10,000 aggregates). The normalized TWP stan-409

dard deviation also increases rapidly and remains higher at night. These indicate the time410

of strongest mesoscale organization in the Nighttime simulation. On the other hand, the411

Daytime simulation takes longer to reach a similar maximal organization strength af-412

ter hour 22, as it needs not only sufficient PW to produce clouds but also for the short-413

wave radiative heating to be zero and for the boundary layer to be cool enough for the414

clouds to deepen.415

The distributions of the cloud aggregate areas plotted every hour are displayed in416

Figure 5d-e, and the the ratio of both histograms (Nighttime to Daytime) in Figure 5f.417

The ratio of the Nighttime to Daytime cloud aggregate area distributions suggest that,418

at night, between hours 8 and 22, the Nighttime simulation produces higher cloud ag-419

gregate counts with areas larger than 5×106 m2, or 500 pixels. This clearly shows that420

the diurnal cycle has strong impacts on the rate of moisture aggregation in the mesoscale.421

Figure 6 shows vertical profiles of the mesoscale vertical velocity perturbation rel-422

ative to the domain averages (w′′) and the convergence of total water due to mesoscale423

circulation (C, see Equations 2-3). They are sorted by TWP and averaged into quartiles424

of TWP at respective times. The highest TWP quartile or Q4 represents the top 25%425

of the moistest and cloudiest regions in the Daytime and Nighttime simulations (dark426

blue lines). The time-height curtains of C from the highest TWP quartile are shown at427

bottom. The vertical profiles of w′′ from the Daytime simulation (Fig. 6a-e, dashed lines)428

are consistent with the finding in Figure 4 of Narenpitak et al. (2021). As the sugar clouds429

transition into the flower clouds, there is local ascending (descending) air in (above) the430

mesoscale cloud plumes, and local descending air in the surrounding dry regions. Mass431

continuity implies that there is local convergence below the mesoscale cloud plumes, and432

local divergence above. Further analysis of the mesoscale total water perturbation (q′′t )433

budget shows that there is an overall convergence of total water in the cloud layer of the434
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Figure 6. Vertical profiles of (a-d) the mesoscale perturbation of vertical velocity from the do-

main averages (w′′) and (e-h) the moisture convergence due to mesoscale circulation (C) from the

Daytime and Nighttime simulations, plotted at various times. The profiles are sorted by the total

water path or TWP at the respective times and averaged into four TWP quartiles, Q1 being the

lowest quartile (driest, light colors) and Q4 being the highest (moistest, dark colors). The profiles

from Q2 and Q3 are averaged. (i-j) Time-height curtains of C from the highest TWP quartile

from the Daytime and Nighttime simulations.
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already moist and cloudy regions of the Daytime simulation (C > 0), allowing the mois-435

ture aggregation to strengthen and the cloud clusters to grow (Fig. 6e-h, and i). See Ap-436

pendix A1 and Figure B of this paper for the other terms in the q′′t budget equation.437

In contrast, the results from the Nighttime simulation show that when the shal-438

low cumuli are heavily precipitating (hours 16-20), the convergence of total water due439

to mesoscale circulation computed at a 16-km mesoscale tile is negative in the subcloud440

layer. The w′′ and C terms are still positive in the cloud layer of Q4, suggesting that there441

is still local convergence of moisture into the cloud plumes. However, when the cold pools442

form, the surface divergence associated with precipitating downdraft beneath the clouds443

removes the moisture from the moist regions below the cloud plumes. This is evident in444

Figures 6f-g and 6j.445

An argument is made that the C term is still responsible for moistening the moist446

columns follows, but over a smaller scale. Instead of using 16 km, the scale of the moist447

columns needs to be adjusted such that they are smaller than the size of the cold pools448

to see this effect. The column-integrated mesoscale moisture convergence is negative be-449

tween hours 16-20 in Q4 when a 16-km tile size is used for the q′′t budget (Fig. 6f). How-450

ever, it is still positive if smaller tile sizes (6.4 km or smaller) are used (Fig. B4d). Fig-451

ures B4-B5 show that, at the center of the cold pools where precipitating downdrafts are452

present, the mixed-layer total water divergence (C < 0) is compensated by the upward453

vertical advection of total water perturbations Av > 0. At the edges of the cold pools,454

there is mixed-layer total water convergence (C > 0). The edges of the cold pools are orig-455

inally drier and cloud-free. But with the newly transported total water, these areas have456

sufficient moisture for new convection to form. This is consistent with the snapshots of457

the Nighttime simulation at hours 16-18 (Fig. 3). When flower clouds precipitate more458

heavily, they produce cold pools with stronger precipitating downdrafts, leading to gust459

fronts that encourage the next generation of flower clouds to grow. As the new convec-460

tion takes place, the old cold pools dissipate. These cloud and cold pool interactions ob-461

served in the Nighttime simulation are consistent with previous findings (Zuidema et al.,462

2012, 2017). Such dynamics need sufficiently high resolution in order to be adequately463

represented.464
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Figure 7. Distributions of (top) the surface virtual potential temperature (Θv) and (bottom)

the surface divergence term (Div) every two hours from the Daytime (blue) and Nighttime (or-

ange) simulations. The thick lines indicate a night time of the corresponding simulation. The

shaded areas show the distributions (by density) of surface Θv and Div inside the cold pools.

The short horizontal lines represent the minima and maxima, and the dots represent the medi-

ans. The histograms are plotted every 2 hours from hours 14 to 24.
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4.3 Diurnal cycle and the cold pools465

Figure 7 further elucidates the cloud-precipitation-cold pool interactions and the466

differences that occur between night and day. The distributions of (a) the surface vir-467

tual potential temperature (Θv), and (b) the surface divergence (Div) (see Equation 4)468

are presented. The surface Θv term is used as a proxy for the surface buoyancy; lower469

surface Θv means less buoyancy and stronger cold pools (Vogel et al., 2021). The pos-470

itive Div term represents the strength of the precipitating downdraft and the gust front,471

a density current that carries the moisture outward, lifting the air in the mixed layer,472

forming new convection (Zuidema et al., 2012). The shaded areas show Θv and Div in-473

side the cold pools. The distributions are shown starting from hours 14, when signifi-474

cant precipitation generates cold pools in the Nighttime simulation. It is clear that cold475

pools developed in the Nighttime simulation are stronger, even when compared with the476

cold pools that develop at night of the Daytime simulation. The associated gust fronts477

also lead to new convection that grows into a second generation of flower clouds that later478

precipitate and also form new cold pools.479

5 The Radiative Impacts of Mineral Dust on the S2F Transition480

Mineral dust was present above the cloud layer when the sugar-to-flower transition481

took place on February 2-3, 2020. The mineral dust layer was advected from Africa over482

to the Caribbean (Quinn et al., 2021; Bony et al., 2022). It is of interest to examine the483

interactions between radiation and mineral dust, and to determine whether the mineral484

dust in the free troposphere affects the transition from sugar to flowers. An additional485

simulation is performed. In the Dust simulation, a mineral dust layer is initialized at the486

beginning with a concentration of 1600 mg−1 between 4 and 5.5 km, equivalent to an487

aerosol optical depth of 0.35. The differences in radiation caused by the mineral dust layer488

are shown in Figure 8a-b, which presents the time series of the domain-mean net short-489

wave and longwave radiation at the surface (SWNS and LWNS, respectively) of the NoDust490

(control) and Dust simulations. The mineral dust layer reduces the net shortwave ra-491

diation at the surface during the day, with a maximum of 65 W m−2 around noon lo-492

cal time. The mineral dust also reduces the net longwave radiation at the surface by 1.7493

W m−2 on average throughout the simulation.494
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Figure 8. Domain-mean time series of various variables from the simulation without dust

(NoDust, blue) and the simulation with dust (Dust, green): (a) net surface shortwave radiative

flux, (b) net surface longwave radiative flux, (c) precipitable water, (d) cloud water path, (e) rain

water path, and (f) surface precipitation. The bottom x-axes indicate time after the simulations

begin, while the top x-axes indicate the local time of both simulations (same local time for both).

The gray and yellow bands represent nighttime and daytime, respectively, shown at the bottom

of each panel.
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Figure 9. Domain-mean time series of (a-b) cloud and rain water mixing ratios (QN and QP,

respectively) from the Dust simulation. (c-d) Differences in QN and QP between the Dust and

NoDust simulations. The black dashed lines indicate the cloud top and base heights of the Dust

simulation. The brown shading indicates the mineral dust layer. The bottom x-axes indicate the

time after the simulations begin and the top x-axes indicate the local time of the simulations, as

in Figure 2.

5.1 Free-tropospheric mineral dust and the transition from sugar to flower495

shallow cumuli496

The vertical structures and the differences of the cloud and rain water are shown497

in Figure 9. Since the only difference between these two simulations is the presence of498

mineral dust above the cloud, it is expected that the precipitable water remains the same499

in both simulations (Fig. 8c). Before sunrise, the Dust simulation produces slightly less500

cloud condensates than the NoDust simulation. The Dust simulation then produces slightly501

more cloud condensate than NoDust during the day, especially in the afternoon (hours502

14-18), and the NoDust simulation catches up again after sunset (Fig. 8d and 9c). There503

is marginal difference in rain water path and surface precipitation; in general, the Dust504

simulation produces less rain than the NoDust counterpart as the rain occurs at night505
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Figure 10. As in Figure 3 but for the Dust simulation. The local time of the Dust simulation

is the same as the NoDust (Control) simulation. There are more cold pools relative to Figure 3.

when the Dust simulation produces slightly less clouds. Further discussion is deferred506

to Section 5.2.507

When considering the spatial distribution of the clouds (Fig. 3 and 10), there are508

noticeable differences in the patterns and the rates of cloud organization between NoDust509

and Dust. Particularly, there are more flower clouds in the Dust simulation between 16510

and 22 hours (14:00 and 20:00 local time), and those flower aggregates are larger. Sec-511
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Figure 11. Time-height curtains of the differences between the Dust and NoDust simulations:

(a) shortwave radiative heating of the mineral dust, (b) longwave radiative heating of the mineral

dust, (c-d) the longwave and shortwave radiative heating rate from the atmosphere excluding the

radiative impacts of the mineral dust, (e) the temperature, and (f) the resolved and subgrid-scale

buoyant turbulence kinetic energy production (or buoyancy flux).

tion 5.3 will show that this arises from differences in the mesoscale circulation that helps512

accelerate the transition from sugar to flowers in the non-precipitating shallow cumu-513

lus regime.514
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5.2 The impact of mineral dust on the radiation from a large-scale per-515

spective516

Figure 11 shows the radiative heating properties of the mineral dust and their ef-517

fects on the cloud production, which in turn affects the boundary layer and the cloud518

system. During the day, the mineral dust absorbs the solar radiation, resulting in weaker519

boundary-layer shortwave heating (cooling effect of the dust) in the Dust simulation (Fig.520

11a). The shortwave contribution of the dust is stronger than the longwave contribution521

of the dust (Fig. 11b), which heats up the cloud layer during the entire simulation. The522

shortwave contribution associated with the dust is also stronger than the shortwave heat-523

ing and longwave cooling associated with the water vapor and cloud water (Fig. 11c-d).524

Figure 11e-f shows the difference in the temperature and the buoyant turbulence kinetic525

energy (TKE) production (or buoayncy flux) between the Dust and NoDust simulations,526

respectively. It shows that before sunrise (hours 0-8), the warming effect of the mineral527

dust results in a weaker buoyant TKE production, suppressing the sugar formation in528

the Dust simulation, hence less cloud condensates. After sunrise, the cooling effect of the529

mineral dust takes effect, resulting in a stronger buoyant TKE production and hence a530

more vigorous flower formation. More moisture is transported by stronger turbulence531

in the Dust simulation to the top of the boundary layer. The greater moisture availabil-532

ity and the cooler temperature in the cloud layer result in the accumulation of liquid wa-533

ter, which also cools the top of the boundary layer further. As a result, the Dust sim-534

ulation produces more clouds in the afternoon (hours 14-18). After sunset (hours 18-24),535

only the warming effect of mineral dust remains. The TKE production is suppressed,536

weakening the upward water flux in the Dust simulation and resulting in less cloud and537

precipitation production compared to the NoDust simulation.538

5.3 The impact of mineral dust on local radiation and the mesoscale or-539

ganization540

The rest of this section aims to understand the radiative impact of the mineral dust541

on the mesoscale organization of the clouds from the local perspective. It is hypothesized542

that the mineral dust modulates the mesoscale circulation associated with the shallow543

cumulus plumes through radiation. Figure 12 shows the cross section through two flower544

aggregates from the Dust simulation at hour 18 of the simulation (20 UTC or 16:00 lo-545

cal time). Figure 12b shows the cross section of the mineral dust concentration (MD).546
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Figure 12. (a) A snapshot of the cloud fraction from the Dust simulation at 20 UTC (hour

18 or 16:00 local time). A cross section is drawn following the dashed pink line through two or-

ganizing ‘flower’ shallow cumuli. The flower on the left is more mature than the flower on the

right. (b-c) Cross sections of mineral dust (MD) and cloud water mixing ratio (QN), respectively.

In panel (b), a contour of rain water mixing ratio (QP) of 0.01 g/kg is shown in blue. The light

yellow lines near the top of the panel indicate the levels of high mineral dust concentrations

(1600 mg−1 or greater). (d-f) Cross sections of shortwave, longwave, and total radiative heating

rates from only the mineral dust in the Dust simulation. (g-h) Shortwave and longwave radiative

heating rates from everything else except for the mineral dust in the Dust simulation. (i) The

temperature anomalies from the domain average at the cross section.
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By this time, a small amount of mineral dust is entrained into the boundary layer in-547

side the cloud plumes, shown by the light blue shading. The precipitating downdrafts548

further assist in bringing the mineral dust to the surface.549

The mineral dust in the free troposphere (and some that is entrained into the cloud550

plumes) result in extra shortwave cooling and longwave heating at the top of the clouds551

(Fig. 12d-f). The change in radiative heating results in a change of buoyant TKE pro-552

duction as the air above the cloud plume is destabilized, allowing more vigorous cloud553

formation. Figure 12g-h shows the shortwave and longwave radiative heating rates due554

to the rest of the atmospheric components except the mineral dust. The extra total wa-555

ter in the cloud plumes contributes to extra shortwave heating and (a much stronger)556

longwave cooling. Overall, there is a negative temperature anomaly at the top of the cu-557

mulus clouds compared to the surrounding regions (Fig. 12i). This helps destabilize the558

air inside the cloud plumes, promoting more vigorous cloud turbulence and higher cloud559

fraction.560

That the air inside flower clouds is cooler than the surrounding regions is true at561

all times and consistent in both NoDust and Dust simulations. Figure 13a shows the tem-562

perature perturbations (T ′′) binned by the TWP quartiles of both simulations at 20 UTC563

(16:00). The moistest TWP quartile (Q4) represents areas with the flower aggregates,564

whereas the driest TWP quartile (Q1) represents the cloud-free regions. At a later time,565

when the flower clusters are larger, the cooling anomaly in the moistest TWP quartile566

(T ′′ from Q4) is almost -1 K in the Dust simulation (Fig. 13b). During the times when567

the Dust simulation produces more clouds than NoDust, T ′′ from Q4 of the Dust sim-568

ulation is also more negative (Fig. 13c, until hour 18). This implies that a rising air par-569

cel inside the clouds from the Dust simulation will gain more buoyancy as it encounters570

the cooler air. This condition is favorable for stronger upward motions inside the cloud571

plumes leading to stronger lower-level moisture convergence in the moist regions, as shown572

in similar plots of the vertical velocity purterbations (w′′) (Fig. 13d-f) and the mesoscale573

convergence of total water (C) (Fig. 13g-i). The w′′ and C profiles are more positive in574

Q4 of the Dust simulation during the times when the Dust simulation produces more clouds575

(Fig. 13f, i).576

The differences in T ′′, w′′, and C between the Dust and NoDust simulations are neg-577

ative at night (hours 18-22 in the right column of Figure 13). During this time, the ex-578
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Figure 13. (a) Vertical profiles of the mesoscale temperature perturbations (T ′′) at 20 UTC

(hour 18 or 16:00 local time, same as in Figure 12) binned by TWP quartiles. (b) Time-height

curtains of T ′′ averaged over the highest TWP quartile or Q4 from the Dust simulation at 16

UTC to 2 UTC (hours 14 through 24). (c) Time-height curtains of the differences in T ′′ of Q4

between the Dust and NoDust simulations at hours 14 through 24. (d-f) As in Panels (a-c)

but for the mesoscale vertical velocity perturbations (w′′). (g-i) As in Panels (a-c) but for the

mesoscale convergence of total water (C).
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tra longwave heating due to the entrained mineral dust inside the cloud plumes helps579

to stabilize the cloud layer, weakening the mesoscale upward motion (less positive w′′
580

in Q4) and the mesoscale convergence of total water to the moist areas (less positive C).581

Therefore, the mesoscale organization is weaker in the Dust simulation after sunset. At582

hour 24, the mesoscale circulation in the Dust simulation is strengthened again. At this583

point, more mineral dust is entrained into the boundary layer but it is not removed by584

sedimentation in the simulation since it is only allowed to interact with the radiation scheme.585

An accurate representation of this state requires coupling the mineral dust with the cloud586

microphysics scheme and is beyond the scope of this paper, which focuses on the aerosol-587

radiation interaction and its impacts on the clouds.588

Figure 14 summarizes the above findings by presenting time series of two organ-589

ization diagnostics, and the ratio of the buoyant TKE production and total water spec-590

tra between Dust and NoDust. They consistently show that the Dust simulation has stronger591

organization rate during the end of the day (larger mean area of cloud aggregates and592

greater normalized TWP standard deviation, Fig. 14a-b). The cloud-layer TKE produc-593

tion spectra and the boundary-layer QT spectra in the mesoscale of the Dust simulation594

increase with the organization diagnostics (Fig. 14c-d). The TKE production and QT595

spectral ratios between the Dust and NoDust simulations associated with wavelengths596

greater than 4 km and smaller than 48 km are greater than 1 between hours 8 and 20597

(Fig. 14e-f). They suggest that during this period, the boundary-layer total water (va-598

por, cloud water, and rain) is more aggregated in the mesoscale in the Dust than NoDust599

simulations because of the stronger TKE production inside the clouds. This is in agree-600

ment with a larger C term in the moistest quartile of the Dust simulation (Fig. 13i), and601

consistent with the findings by Narenpitak et al. (2021). The mechanism responsible for602

the transition from sugar to flower shallow cumuli that do not precipitate heavily is still603

the mesoscale circulation that leads to net convergence of moisture in the already moist604

and cloudy regions. The mesoscale circulation is strengthened further during the day when605

mineral dust is present above the cloud layer, because the free-tropospheric mineral dust606

absorbs the shortwave radiation and results in extra radiative cooling in the boundary607

layer.608
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Figure 14. Organization diagnostics from the NoDust and Dust simulations: (a) the mean

area of cloud aggregates and (b) the normalized TWP standard deviation. (c) The hourly spectra

of the cloud-layer buoyant turbulence kinetic energy (TKECL) production from the Dust simu-

lation. (d) The hourly spectra of the boundary-layer total water mixing ratio (QTBL) from the

Dust simulation. (e) Ratios of the TKECL spectra between the Dust and NoDust simulations. (f)

Ratios of the QTBL spectra between the Dust and NoDust simulations.
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Figure 15. Snapshots of the mineral dust number concentration integrated within the lower 2

km of the Dust simulations, plotted every 2 hours from hours 14 through 24.

5.4 Mineral dust as a tracer609

In the Dust simulation, the mineral dust not only alters the heating and moisture610

budgets of the cloud layer, but it also acts as an atmospheric tracer. Initialized above611

the shallow cumulus layer, the mineral dust is advected in all directions as the simula-612

tion progresses. A small amount of mineral dust diffuses into the inversion layer above613

the flower cloud aggregates. The local descending air in the inversion layer above the clouds614

brings the mineral dust inside the flower aggregates (e.g., Fig. 15 at hour 18). At this615

state, the mineral dust is entrained into the boundary layer by the mesoscale circulation616

associated with the clouds. The precipitating downdrafts bring the mineral dust down617

further, and the surface divergence below the cloud aggregates helps spread the the min-618

eral dust farther, but it is still contained within the edges of the cold pools.619

6 Conclusions620

The ATOMIC/EUREC4A field campaign took place in January-February 2020 over621

the Atlantic Ocean east of Barbados. One of its goals is to advance the understanding622

of shallow cumulus clouds, mesoscale processes, circulation, and their interactions with623
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the weather and climate. On February 2, 2020, a shallow cumulus transition from sugar624

to flower clouds was observed. The event was simulated using a Lagrangian large eddy625

simulation following an airmass trajectory along the trade winds for 24 hours. The cloud626

depth and cloud liquid water increase along the trajectory with large-scale upward ver-627

tical motion. As the transition from the sugar cloud state to the flower cloud state takes628

place, cloud aggregation and mesoscale organization become stronger. Net convergence629

of moisture associated with mesoscale circulation renders the moist areas moister, strength-630

ening the organization and supports the cloud transition.631

The observed sugar-to-flower transition occurred during the day and produced light632

precipitation and cold pools at night. This event is captured in the control simulation.633

A sensitivity simulation is performed with the same large-scale forcings except with a634

delay in the insolation by 12 hours, leading to a sugar-to-flower transition event that oc-635

curs at night. The clouds grow deeper around the same time as in the control simula-636

tion, when the large-scale vertical motions are positive, but the cloud and rain amounts637

reach their maximum values 10-12 hours sooner. The Nighttime-transition simulation638

proves that the cloud amount and cloud depth are sensitive to the timing of the diur-639

nal cycle. Not only are the flower clouds in the Nighttime simulation much thicker, but640

they also are more strongly organized, having larger cloud aggregate areas and fewer ag-641

gregate counts.642

Having transitioned at night, the flower aggregates in the Nighttime simulation also643

produce stronger precipitation, with more abundant and stronger cold pools, as measured644

by the buoyancy proxy and the surface divergence. The near-surface divergence associ-645

ated with the precipitating downdrafts creates strong gust fronts at night, shifting the646

moisture from the moist, cloudy columns to drier surrounding regions. This encourages647

a new generation of convection to form along the edges of the cold pools. Each cloud and648

cold pool interaction cycle lasts a few hours, and there are a few cycles of such interac-649

tions throughout the night. The cloud and rain amount decrease as the sun rises. The650

cloud and cold pool processes described above take place in the flower aggregates formed651

at night in our simulation, but not in those formed during the day. They also dominate652

the original mechanism that is responsible for the mesoscale organization in the control653

simulation when considered in a scale larger than the diameter of the cold pools.654
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During the field campaign, the observed sugar-to-flower transition occurred under655

a layer of mineral dust in the free troposphere, and we study whether the interaction of656

the mineral dust with radiation affects the mesoscale organization of the clouds. It is found657

that the simulation with free-tropospheric mineral dust produces a slightly more rapid658

transition, higher cloud liquid water, and stronger organization during the day. This is659

because the mineral dust absorbs the shortwave radiation and cools the boundary layer660

below. This allows a more vigorous mesoscale circulation that supports the original mech-661

anism whereby the moist areas become moister and dry areas become drier, accelerat-662

ing the sugar-to-flower transition. However, at night the mineral dust and extra cloud663

water result in longwave heating that weakens the mesoscale circulation, slightly reduc-664

ing cloud water.665

Overall, both the diurnal cycle and the free-tropospheric mineral dust have impacts666

on the radiation, but the 12-hour delay in the diurnal cycle has a much stronger radia-667

tive effect than the mineral dust. With the diurnal cycle shift, the shortwave radiation668

is completely removed (∼ O(1000 W m−2)), while the longwave radiation remains the669

same. On the other hand, the free-tropospheric mineral dust results in a 65 W m−2 re-670

duction in the shortwave radiation and a slight change in the longwave radiation, both671

in the day and the night. Therefore, the timing of the diurnal cycle is more important672

than the mineral dust and leads to a more significant change in the cloud system in mul-673

tiple ways, i.e., greater cloud amount, deeper cloud layer, larger and fewer flower cloud674

aggregates, stronger precipitation, and stronger cold pools. The deeper and stronger cold675

pools further alter the dynamics of the cloud system, causing new shallow convection to676

form at the edge of the cold pools, which are in the relatively drier regions. On the other677

hand, the free-tropospheric mineral dust results in a slight increase in the cloud amount678

because of a stronger cloud organization during the day. However, this change does not679

alter the main mechanism that promotes the organization and the transition of the clouds.680

The Dust simulation shows that the mineral dust is entrained into the cloud ag-681

gregates and the mixed layer via air motions around and inside the shallow cumulus plumes.682

In reality, the dust particles could also act as cloud condensation nuclei that might lead683

to a stronger buildup of liquid water and stronger drizzle. These may alter the cloud and684

cold pool interaction further. Additional simulations that allow the mineral dust to in-685

teract with both the radiative and cloud microphysics schemes will shed light on this.686

The sensitivity of the sugar-to-flower transition to atmospheric radiation raises the in-687
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teresting question of its response to anthropogenic climate change, which involves a warmer688

ocean, atmosphere, and higher greenhouse gas concentrations, all of which change at-689

mospheric radiation. This warrants further investigation of the sugar-to-flower transi-690

tion.691

Appendix A The surface fluxes from the Daytime and Nighttime sim-692

ulations693

Previous studies found that at night, shallow cumulus clouds have greater cloud694

fraction and are deeper than during the day. Often, they have stronger surface wind speed695

at night, leading to stronger latent heat flux (LHF), deeper cloud layer, stronger mix-696

ing, and weaker sensible heat flux (SHF), which can promote the cloud formation fur-697

ther (Nuijens & Stevens, 2012; Vial et al., 2021). In this case, the surface wind speed698

are the same between Daytime and Nighttime simulations. In both simulations, the LHF699

and SHF tendencies follow that of the surface wind speed (Fig. A1). The Nighttime sim-700

ulation has weaker LHF and SHF than the Daytime simulation during the first 12 hours.701

This is as expected, because it is daytime in the first five hours of the Nighttime sim-702

ulation; the shortwave heating warms the boundary layer and the SHF does not need703

to be as strong. The LHF is initially smaller as the Nighttime simulation initially pro-704

duces less cloud water than the Daytime simulation. In the second half, the Nighttime705

simulation produces stronger LHF and SHF than Daytime, and hence stronger Bowen706

ratio.707

Appendix B The total water perturbation budget708

The budget of mesoscale total water perturbations (q′′t (xm, ym, z, t)) can be described709

as:710

∂q′′t
∂t

= A+ F + C + S . (B1)711

Each term on the right hand side of Equation B1 is as follows: The first term is712

the advection of mesoscale variability due to the trajectory-relative large-scale wind (v(z, t))713

and the mesoscale perturbations of the wind velocity (v ′′(xm, ym, z, t)) in both the hor-714

izontal and vertical directions:715

A = −(v + v ′′) · ∇q′′t . (B2)716
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Figure A1. As in Figure 1 but for the surface latent heat flux (LHF), surface sensible heat

flux (SHF), and the Bowen ratio (Bo = SHF/LHF) from the Daytime and Nighttime simulations.
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Let [ ]′′ denote coarse-graining of the cumulus-scale field inside the brackets to717

a mesoscale region of 16×16 km2, and let ρ denote the reference density profile. The sec-718

ond term represents the vertical and horizontal gradients of the cumulus-scale qt flux (v ′′′q′′′t )719

coarse-grained to 16×16 km2:720

F = −1

ρ
∇ · [ρv ′′′q′′′t ]′′ . (B3)721

Eq. (B3) was derived with the anelastic approximation used in SAM. F could also be722

referred to as the total water transport by thermals in cumulus scales.723

The third term is the mesoscale vertical advection of large-scale qt (qt(z, t)):724

C = −w′′ ∂qt
∂z

. (B4)725

As described in the main text, because ∂qt
∂z is always negative in the shallow cumulus layer,726

the signs of C follow the signs of w′′, which imply local convergence and divergence based727

on the mass continuity equation. Thus, a positive C physically means there is a conver-728

gence of the total water into the considered mesoscale tile.729

Finally, the fourth term is the source term of q′′t , which represents the mesoscale730

perturbations of the precipitation mass flux (Fp) divergence:731

S = −1

ρ

[∂Fp

∂z

]′′
. (B5)732

In a heavily-precipitating shallow cumulus deck, the mesoscale perturbations of the pre-733

cipitation mass flux divergence or S is nontrivial. A full derivation of the q′′t budget can734

be found in Appendix D of Narenpitak et al. (2021).735

These four terms from the Daytime-transition simulation (also known as NoDust736

simulation), Nighttime-transition simulation, and the Dust simulation are shown in Fig-737

ures B1-B3, respectively.738

Figures 6 and B2 show that between hours 16 and 20, when the Nighttime simu-739

lation produces a lot of cold pools, the C term is negative in the subcloud layer of the740

highest TWP quartile (Q4) when using the 16-km mesoscale tile size. Figure B4d-f shows741

that when smaller tile sizes are used (6.4 km or smaller), C > 0 everywhere in the cloud742

layer of Q4, meaning that there is still net moisture convergence in the moist columns743

associated with the clouds despite the moisture divergence near the surface. The near-744

surface mesoscale moisture divergence is associated with the gust fronts of the cold pools.745
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Figure B1. Vertical profiles showing the four main terms in the budget of mesoscale total

water perturbations (q′′t ) from the Control simulation: (top row) The advection of mesoscale

qt variability due to the large-scale and mesoscale winds in both the horizontal and vertical

directions (A), (second row) the vertical and horizontal gradients of the cumulus-scale qt flux

coarse-grained to a mesoscale tile also in both the horizontal and vertical directions (F), (third

row) the mesoscale vertical advection of large-scale qt or the mesoscale convergence of total wa-

ter (C), and (bottom row) the mesoscale perturbations of the precipitation mass flux divergence

(S). All of these profiles are computed for the 16-km tile size and binned by the TWP quartiles,

from Q1 representing the driest regions (light blue) to Q4 representing the moistest regions (dark

blue). The profiles are shown every two hours from hours 8 (left) to 24 (right).
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Figure B2. As in Figure B1 but for the Nighttime-transition simulation.

Figure B3. As in Figure B1 but for the Dust simulation.
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Figure B4. Profiles of the first three terms on the right hand side of Equation B1 – C, A,

and F – computed using multiple tile sizes for the Nighttime simulation at hour 16, when the

cold pools are abundant and strong. (a) The C term composited from the vertical columns in

which C is negative at 500 m (i.e., where there is mesoscale divergence of total water near the

surface). (b-c) The A and F terms composited from the same vertical columns as in panel (a),

showing that the mesoscale divergence of total water in the mixed layer is compensated by the

upward mesoscale total water advection and upward vertical total water transport by mixed

layer thermal. Although both the horizontal and vertical components of the A and F terms are

included, the horizontal contributions are small. (d-f) The C, A, and F profiles averaged within

the moistest TWP quartile or Q4 of the Nighttime simulation.
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Figure B5. Snapshots of the (top) C, (middle) A, and (bottom) F terms at 500 m altitude

from the Nighttime simulation at hour 16. The terms are computed at various tile sizes: 16 km,

6.4 km, 1.6 km, and 0.4 km. Note the different scales of the color bars for different tile sizes

Sufficiently high resolution is needed to examine this process. This is demonstrated fur-746

ther in Figure B5 and summarized in B4a-c.747

Figure B5 shows that inside the precipitating downdrafts, there is local divergence748

of total water (C < 0) in the mixed layer (approximately lower 1 km of the atmosphere),749

and local convergence of total water (C > 0) at the edges of the cold pools. These fol-750

low the signs of the surface divergence and convergence (w′′ near the surface), which are751

the characteristics of the cold pools. The middle row shows that where C < 0, there752

is upward advection of the mesoscale total water perturbations (A > 0). Both the hor-753

izontal and vertical contributions are shown in the snapshots, but the horizontal con-754

tributions are small. The vertical contributions of A are washed out when computed us-755

ing larger mesoscale tile sizes. However, the surface divergence remains strong even with756

larger mesoscale tile sizes as long as the tile sizes are smaller than the horizontal extents757

of the cold pools. The cumulus-scale fluxes or F are smaller than the other two terms.758
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This is summarized by the composite profiles of C and A in the columns where C <759

0 at 500 m. This represents all of the precipitating downdrafts as well as some other drier760

and cloud-free regions. Still, the A composite profiles are still positive in this level, sug-761

gesting that the total water divergence (C < 0) is still being compensated by the ver-762

tical advection of the total water perturbations (A > 0). This is also in agreement with763

the known cloud and cold pool dynamics that as the downdrafts diverge at the surface,764

the gust fronts carry the extra moisture to the areas that are once cloud-free and encour-765

age new cycle of convection through lifting of the moist air (Zuidema et al., 2012). In766

general, this shows that the total water convergence (C > 0 still takes place in the mixed767

layer of the moist regions, as in the control simulation. However, with the cold pool dy-768

namics, the total water convergence takes place over a smaller scale in the mixed layer.769
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